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AhSlmcl: The (lllt/70rs fomw!Jse a laboo as a prohibition on speaking (informing). Three levels of 
norms (Ire distinguished. First are basic prohibitions. Forbidden X. i.e. norms which pro
hibit basic actions, Norm(~X). Second-level norms comprise primmy taboos which pro
hibit information abolltfacts or fakes, Norm(~/nf(X)), but permil Ihem to happen. Third
/evel norms comprise mela-taboos, which prohibil information thot a primaly laboo exists. 
Norl11(~/nf(Norm(~/nf(X)))). A taboo on the essential causes A ofan effect E can be officially 
camouflaged with afake relationship between certainjacts Band E. 

1. Introduction 
The word «taboo» means «a social or religious custom prohibiting or restricting a particular practice or for
bidding association with a particular person, place, or thing.»1 «A taboo is a vehement prohibition of an action 

based on the belief that such behaviour is either too sacred or too accursed for ordinary individuals to under
take.»2 In the fairy tale «The Emperor's New Clothes», an example ofa taboo is the prohibition on the mention 
that the Emperor is naked. J 

In this paper, a taboo is Ireated as a prohibition on speaking (in general, informing). [n this way, we nalTOW 
the broader meaning of a taboo, which is a prohibition on an action. We restrict ourselves to the prohibition 

ofa specific action, namely informing. 

Specifically, a taboo is imposed on giving information about the essential causes ofan effect (which is typically 

evaluated negatively). We assume an effecl E, and facts;/, B, C that are in a causal relationship with this effect, 
as denoted by A -." E, B -." E, and C -." E. Suppose A is the main cause, and it taboo is imposed on it, that is, 

a prohibition on speaking caused by A. We also suppose that the omcial information is that B causes E, which 
is fake. This situation is depicted on the left-hand side of Figure I. 

The Oxford Diellol,"ry, hllps:llcn.oxfordd,cIlolwries comldefinitlontlaboo (all wcbsllcs I"SI accessed On I January 2018). 

Sec Wlkipcdia, httpS::l/en.wlkJpcdw.org/wrki/Tabooand Encyclopa:dl;) BntalU\lCii Online, {(Taboo». Common taboos mvolve rc· 

stridlOn:-. on or f1t"u;d regulations for killing and IHuning, sex and sexual relationships: reprodllc()on: lhe deJet and their g(~ves. and 

food and dining tprimarily cannibalism). 

Danish author HANS CHfU~l'IAN i\NI)!=.R'l:;EN wrote abOlll lWO weavers who promise an emperor a new sui' of clolhes, which (hey 

say IS IIlvlSlble to lhose who are IInfil for lh~,,· positions, stupid, or Incompclent. When the Emperor parades before his sub· 

jecls '" his new c1ulhes. no one dores 10 say Ihal thcy don', see any SU;I ofclothe> on h"n for fear Ihalthey will bc seen as «unfit 

for their pOSitiOnS, srupld, or II1COlllpelelH» Finally, a child cries Ollt, «BU( he ISH" weanng anything al all!» The story IS aboul 

a sllualioll where «nO one bel)cves, but everyone believes (hat everyone ebe believes. Or altematively, everyone is ignorant 

as to whelher or nOllhc Empcror has elolhes, btll beli~ves thaI everyone else .s nOI Ignofiln!.» [H,'NSEN 20 II]; see Wiklpedla 

hllps.lten.wikipedia.orglwlk,rThe_Emperor's_New_Clolhes 
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Taboos can have various meanings and SOCIal reasons, such as top-down institutional repression, vertical au
thorItative power, odd morality, etc. In Figure I, the green colour denotes entitles in the Is realm, blue repre

sents the Ought realm, VIolet rcprescnts power, and yellow represents the content of the information. 

Official version Simple taboo 
Forbidden Inf (A -;C E) 

n 
Vert,cal : -:.:... ) Proponent 

V 
au thorrtat,ve 

power 
( .::.) Opponenl 

Information 

Inf (8 -;c E) 

Inf (C -;c E) 

In' (....(8 -;c E) ) 

Contradictory statements 
are allowed 

Figure I: The concept of taboo in context 

Definition. The concepl of a taboo is briefly overviewed by DUSCHINSK Y [2014], who finds that nowadays 
taboo is not an exotic word 4 DUSCHINSK Ynotes that according to Freud, «The meaning of «taboo», as we see 

it, diverges in two contrary dircctions. To us it means, on the one hand, «sacred» or «consecrated», and on 
the other «uncanny», «dangerous», «forbicldem>, «unclean» [FREUD 2001, 18]. In his book Taboo [1956,22], 
FRANZ STEINER studies the subject from the perspective ofsociology (or, more precisely, social anthropology), 

Taboos refer to danger5 STEINER nOles that to make a comparative category the definition oftaboo is narrowed 
(ST{:,INF.R 1956, 121). Next STEINER refers to Margaret Mead's article «Tabu» in Encyclopaedia of Social 
Sciences. 1937: «Tabu Illay be defined as a negative sanction, a prohibIt ton whose infringement resultsinan 

automatic penalty without human or superhuman mediation.» 

Taboos may be sensitivc from several perspectives: morally, religiously, culturaHy, socially, politically. and 

also legally. Taboo nonns can be evaluated negatively, although various positions can be explored. BROYDE 

[2002J discusses three different problems: infonning a bandit, infonning an abusive government, and inform
ing a (procedurally) just system of govemment. The view «No prohibition to infonn when government is 

just» has a place in a discussion [BROYOE 2002]. We further focus on fonnalising statements about ,,00; 

explorations of the function of taboos and social reasons are set aside 6 

DUSC,.,'NSKY begins wilh the following definition: «,Taboo> is a Polynesian ,enll, whIch has come 10 refer 111 Westem academic 
and pubhe d,scourses to IOp,es. spaces. or prdcllces that are consecrated as prohlb"ed or to the process Itsetf of marking them oft.. 
IDusCf,.,NSK\ 2014J 
STEINER defines: «Taboo is concerned (I) wi'h ,,11 the sociatmechanisms of obedience which have ritual significance; (2) with 
speclfic .md restricllvt: behaViour in dangerous sLtuallons One Illight say that whoa deals with the sociology of danger itself, for 

,t IS also concerned (3) With the protecllon of II1dlvlduals who are In danger, and (4) WIth the proteclion of the society from those
 
endangered - anlltherefore dangerous - persons.. (TJaboo is an element of all those s,'uallons on which auilUdes to values are
 
expressed III terms of danger behaviOUr>' [STE'NER 1956,20-2 t].
 
CENTOLA ET AI_ wrote: "It is easy '0 explain why people comply w,th unpoplolar nonns - they fear social sanctions. And it is <as)'
 

to e>.plain why people pressure others to behave the way Ihey wan' 'hem 10 behave. Bnt why pressure olhers to do the opposite?
 
Why woulll people publ,cty enforce a norm that they ,ecre,ly WISh would go away"" [CENTOLA ET AL. 2005).
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2. Taboo as a Prohibition 1"0 Speak 

Let us denote by fllJ (X) Ihal information about X exists (in reality or in a modcl sucil as a database). For 

example, II1fol"lnatlon that A causes E is denoted by /n/ (A _,C E). Let us follow the notation in deolllic logic 

and denote that it is forbidden that X by F X or F(X). The obligalOriness of X tS denoted by 0 X and the 

pennissibl1ity of X is denoted by P X. The prohibition F X can be defined as 0 ~X (obligatory to omu X, I.e.
 
it is obligatory to not do X) or ~P X (no permission to do X).
 

We stan by defining taboo as a prohibition to speak. Thus, a restriction is imposed on a general prohibition F
 

X of any action X. Taboo means that a phenomenon X may be pennitted, but infomling about X is prohibited.
 

An example is a taboo on genitals: «In our family, it is forbidden to speak about genitals». However, it is not
 

forbidden to have genitals. This is represented as Taboo(genifals). Similarly, at a parry. it is forbidden to speak
 
about money. However, it is not forbidden to have money. This is represented as Toboo(money).
 

A taboo can be expressed with a formula in modal logic: 

T X =,kr F InJ (X) 

where T is treated as a modal operator thaI is syntactically analogical to the deonlic operators O. P and F 

Formalisation of norll1ativity implies a norm as an entity. A taboo on X means a norm that prohibits informing 

aboutX: 

Taboo(X) =~cr N(~/I1J (X))	 (I) 

In our fonnalisation, all the entities, including actions, facts and norms, exist as truth (true or false) in the realm 
of science, i.e. in a model such as a database. Norms N(o) correspond to the Ought realm or its representation 

in the model, while InJ corresponds (0 the Is realm. 

A nom) N(A) must be assigned certain semantics. Consider N(A) as a commandment \0 do A and N(~A) as 

a prohibition on doing A. The relation between a norm (rule) and the nonnauve status of the dtHy can be 

explored; see [LACHMAYER 1977, 75-76J: 

N(A) --> OrA) - From a commandment, an obligatory duty arises
 

N(~A) --+ Or-A) - From a prohibition, a prohibitive duty ames.
 

Meta-taboo. NexI wc strengthen the above definition with a double prohibition called a mela-Iaboo. A mefa

taboo is a prohibition on informing tl1at there is norm that prohibits speaking about X: 

A4eta-taboo (X) =dcf N(-lnJ (N(~/nj(X})}}	 (2) 

In a literal sense, a meta-taboo can be linked wilh the expression «taboo on the mention of taboo», which is 
used in the literature; cf. ATTRIOGE (2014).7 

3. Three Levels of Norms on Prohibition 

Consider a language L for expressing statements about facts, fake facts and taboos. Fake facts can be fonnalised 

as statements with false content. Thus, basic entities can be Fact (denoted by Fe) or Fake (denoted by FK). 

The reference area of L sentences (formulae) comprises more entities. Firstly there is kleaning (ME); then 
relations, such as COl/salify (-->C). Telos (--+1"), Equality (--+"), and Transj'ormafion (-,or); see Figure 2. The 

relations hold betwcen the entilies and express the semantics of L 

1	 JOliN ArrRIDGE (2014) writes about Ihe ctepicllon of Englishness ill novels. I-Ie noles Ihal il was Archibald Ly.1l who called Ihe 

«Iaboo all Ihe ll\enllOn of "boo'. In his 1930 book ,dl Isn't Done. or, Ihe Future of Taboo Among Ihe Snl ish Islanders .. 
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~~	 eIOS 
...... /e~~ L-__-' ~ '-__----' '--__-J 

Figure 2: Basic entities to which norms refer 

Norms I. The next entity withlll L is a norm (denoted by N). There are several levels of nonns. The first 
level (Norms I) comprises nonns about facts, N I (FC), and fakes. N I (FK); see Figure 3. The following are 

examples of cases which can be created: 

).	 N I (FC) means a commandment to establish a fact FC For instance, N(doorJlosed), represents a com
mandment to close the door. Closing the door is a compliant action. This type of norm refers to Facl; 
see Figure 3. 

2.	 N I (~FC) means a prohibition of a fact FC For instance, N(~door_c1osed), means a prohibition on 

closing the door. Opening the door is a compliant action. This type of nonn also refers 10 FaCI. 

3.	 N I (FK) means a commandlnent to establish a fake FK. As an example, imagine a community of liars. 
This type ofnoml refers 10 Fake. 

4.	 N I (-FK) means a prohibition of a fake. This is a normal case. In general, fake facts are prohibited. 

For instance, news with false content is prohibited; the use of cOllnterfeit money is also prohibited. This 
Iype of norm refers to Fake. 

5.	 ~NI (FC) means an absence ofcommandment to establish a fact FC We hold that an absence ofa nonn 

about a fact weakly implies a norm aboul a fake. As an example. wc suppose a world with one door, and 

suppose that the door is closed. Hence, the proposition «<The door is closed> is a fact» is true. Suppose 
that ~Nl (doQl'_closed) holds in this world. The laner means the absence of any commandment to close 

the door. Next, suppose a fake news report of «The door is opened". However, nobody is obliged to 

react to this fake, because of the absence of any commandment to close the door. [n this sense, the fake 
is complianl in this world. Therefore we hold that the type ~NI (FC) refers to Fake. 

We do not explore case 5. It is important only to focus on cases I and 2, which refer to Fact, and cases 3 and 
4, which refer (0 Fake. 

Basic entities - reference area 0 e. referent. SIgnified) 

Figure 3: Types of norms at the first level, Norms I, and their references 

Illfo I and Norms 2. Information is next entity in L to be explored. Information about X is denoted by In((X!. 

More precisely, the latter means the output of an act of informing about X. Information is primarily about 

facts. fakes and norms. The first-level informallon, {nlo I. firstly comprises informing [hat FC exists as a facl, 
denoted by Inf 1(FC), or, secondly, intorming thai FK exists as a fake, dcnotcd by 111(1 (FK); see link (i) in 

Figure 4. This can be treated as follows. Given a (news) statement X, the aCI of informmg In[ I produces a 

nag (or a tag) which mealls that X is either of (rue content (thlls assigning X (0 Faets) or false contenl (111 

assigning X 10 Fakes). 
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Norms 2 

Primitive taboo 

pfohibition 10 inform
 
(hal fake FK exists
 

(;1) __ 

Prohibition to inform 
that fake FK exists 

Informing that 
fake FK exi$lS 

Ii) -"==-------------' 

Basic entities 

Figure 4: Primitive taboos (Norms 2) and Info 1 added to Figure 3 

Second-level nonns, Norms 2, fonnalise primitive taboos; see Figure 4. Here, noons are oflhe type 

Mew-wboo (X) =d<f N(~fnf(N(~fl1f(X)))) (3) 

This means a prohibition N 2 to infonn that FK is a fake; see link (ii) in Figure 4. Hence, Norms 2 secure fakes. 
Note that Equation (3) above coincides with the right-hand side of Equation (I) after substiruting X with FK. 

Fakes nourish (on the basic level) because they are secured by Norms 2. Recall «All Ihat IS necessary for 
the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.» (htlps:l/en.wikiquote.org/wikiIEdmund_Burke). Therefore 
Norms 2 Can be evaluated as evil. 

Info 2 and Norms 3: Meta-taboo. The second level of infonnation, In/o 2, consists of infomlation about 
primitive laboos; see link (iii) in FIgure 5. lndeed, 111/ 2(N 2(~/nfl (FK)) means an act of informing that a 

prohibition N 2 exists against informing In!, that a fake FK exists. 

The third-level nonns, Norms 3, fonnalise meta-taboos. Here the nonns are of type N J (~/nf 2(o)}. This means 

a prohibition N'~ on infonning 111/ 2 about anything; see link (iv) In Figure 5. Specifically, Norms 3 compnse 
a prohibition N J to infonn, In/o 2, that a prohibition N 2 exists to infonn, 111/0 I, that a fake FK exists. Thus 

a meta-taboo secures a primitive taboo; see the top-down path (iv)-(iii)-(ii}--(i) in Figure 5. 

Taboo on Fact. Taboo on fact and taboo on fake fonn a duality. A taboo on a fact FC, denoted by Taboo(FC), 

means a prohibition on infonning that FC holds as a fact. The proof is based on the idea that FC being a fact 

implies that ~FC is a fake. Indeed, the content of FC being true implies that the content of ~FC is false. Let 
us apply {he taboo on fakes, Equation (3), and substirute FK with ~FC to obtain N 2(~/11/ I (~FC)}; this reads 

«A prohibition to infonn that ~FC is a fake». This is equivalent to reading «A prohibition to infOim tbat FC 

is a fact». This paragraph explains the definition of Taboo (I). 
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E:l.amplc. In the fairy tale, a fact is that the emperor is naked. A taboo is formally imposed on this fact as: 

tV 2{~!nf I («The emperor is naked» is a fact)) 

Dually, a fake is that the emperor is wearing new clothes. A taboo is fonnally imposed on this fake as: 

N 2(~!Jlr I («The emperor is wearing new clothes» is a fake)) 

Taboo on Any Basic Entity. Above, we have explored the taboo on fakes and facts. A taboo can also bl 
Imposed on other basic entities, such as the causal relation berween facts, teleology of actions, equality 0 

meaning of facts, transfonnation of meaning, etc. 

Norms 3 

Meta-taboo Prohibition N J lo Inform, Info 2. that 
secures taboo (lvl_ prohibition N 2exists to inform. I"fo 1. 

thai fake FK exisls 

Informiog thai 
prohibition N Z exists to
 

Primiuve laboo
 inform. Info 1, _.;'\ 
that fake FK ex./sls - (Ill] 

(,i}____. 

Prohrbl'!lOn 10 mform, Inlo1. 
Norms 1 lhal fake FK exists 

IN'(~FK) I Informing that 
fake FK exists4. (I) .-t::::::.- ---' 

~~ 
~~ 

Basic entities 

Figu re 5: Meta-taboos Norms] and Info 2 added to Figure 4 

4. Taboo on a Combination of Three Elements of a Relation 

In mathematics. a binary relation R ben.veen two sets 51 and 52 is defined as a subset ofa Cartesian product 

RC 51 xS2 . For any xE5 1 and yE52 we write xRy to abbreviate (x.y)ER. Elements of the set R are pairs (x.y).
 

A binary relation can be represellled with a two-column table.
 

Several meanings can be assigned to a taboo on the causal relation A --+C E between a fact A and an effect E. The
 

anginal meanmg is a prohibi[]on to inform that A causes E. The second idea is a prohibition to inform about the
 
fact A only. Taboo(A). The third meaning is a prohibition to inform about the effect E, Taboo(E). and fourthly,
 
a prohibition to mfonn about the causality relationship __C (its intentional descnption), Taboo(--+C). The lasl
 

meanmg appears, for example, in the case ofa fake official version that Ihe relation A --+c £ is accidental ora
 

correlation, in other words, the causality --+C is simply a mystery of faith (rnyslerill!11 fidei).
 

The last taboo, Toboo{--+C). can appear, for example, in a network of facts, effects and other entities, such as 
actions, goals. teleologIcal relations, etc. Suppose a taboo exists on the relation A - --+C E -. To camouflage 
tlHs taboo, a teleologICal relation B ~ --.tc C- can be introduced, where the goal C~ is evaluated positively 

(FIgure 6). Additionally, a take official version can be inlTOduced that the effect E- is caused by a certain fact 
B-. 
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k
--t 

C--Official version for E-. Fake 

~ Ie
 
--t
 

~mo~-e:-'-B-~-:-e-rv-esa good goal G + , 

Figure 6: A taboo on a causal relationship A - ->c E- is camouflaged in three steps, with a teleological 

relation -.'< between B + and a certain goal G +, which is evaluated positively: 1) in fact, both A - and 
£- are evaluated negatively; 2) therefore, the official version is announced that a certain cause B+, 

which is evaluated positively, causes E -; 3) a camouflage is that B·' serves a good goal G +, which 
outweighs £

5. Related Work 
We have modelled the meaning of ANOERSEN'S fable as a taboo on speaking rhat [he enlperor is naked. This 

tale illustrates rhe phenomenon of p/ura"sfic ignorance, which defined as a situarion where «no onc believes, 
but everyone thinks Ihal everyone clse believes» and is mainly srudied in social psychology. HANSEN [2011] 
describes pluralistic ignorance as «the phenomenon where a group of people shares a false beliefabollr [he be
liefs, norms, actions or thoughts of rhe orh.er group members») and formalises it using epistemlC/doxastic logic 

(based on plausibility models). HANSEN foc\lses on the question of what it takes 10 dissolve the phenomenon, 
and talks about the dynamics of knowledge and beliefs of a group of agents. Public announcements are rhe 

simplest form ofacriol1s. In addition to Andersen's 11lble, HANSEN providcs classical examples including the 
«questions in a ctassroom».s HANSEN formulates examples in tenns of beliefs, bur notes thot pluralistic ig

norance is often defined in terms of norms, e.g. «a situation where a majority of group members privately 
reject a norm, but assume (incorrectly) that mosr others accept it»; see [CENTOL.A ET AL. 20051. The latter also 
note rhal «It IS not hard to tind everyday examples of this fable in the acadcmic kingdom. Wc can allthlilk of 

prestigious scholars who are widely proclaimcd as having rhe most brillianr new ideas, yet privolely, people 
find thc work entirely incomprehensible». CENTOLA ET AL. study the «willingncss 10 feign support for a public 

lie» and provide funher examples9 

S	 (((TJhe clflssroom example in which. lifter havlIlg presented the stuclcnts \'rlth difJicuh nlHtcnal. Ihe te.teher a,ks Ihl;l'I whc(ht.:f Ihey 
have any questions Even (hough masl sLUdents do not understand Ihe matenal1hcy may not ask illly questions. ;\11111(: studcnlS 
illlef]lrelthe lack of quesl10ns from Ihe olher studen\> as a sign thafthey underslood the malcrial. and to avoid being pnblicly d,s· 
played 3S the stupid One. Ihey dare not ask qucstions themselves. 111 this case the snldenrs are ignorant With resp<::cr 10 some faels, 
bUI belicve Ihallhe rcSI oflhe slUdeI1ls are not ignoral\l abouttlie facts.» [H,\NSEN 2011] 

9	 «It is nOI d,fliculllO find olher familiar examples of compliancc wilh, and enforccmen' of, prlvalely nnpopular nom1S· 1. Ihe ex· 
posure or the <politically Incorrect. by ~he righteollsly indib,'llant who (hereby allinn their Own Illorallnlegrity; 2. gossiping about 
a socialjallx pds by snobs anx,ous to affirm lheirown cullural sophistication; 3. public adoration ota bully by fearful schoolboys 
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Wc would rnodelthe classroom cxample with a primitive taboo on qucstlOns, i.c. a norm that prohibits sludclIlS 

frolll saying that they have questions. The fact is that students do have questIons. 

6. Conclusions 
Modelling laboo in the legal domain gives rise to a terminological framework, which is depicted in Figure 5. 
This paper sIngles alit three levels of norms and two levels of 1I1fonnatiun. We introduce the tenns «primitive 

taboo» and «meta-taboo», which secures the fonner. 
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